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Abstract 
The termination of rewrite systems for parameter ecursion, simple nested recursion and 
unnested multiple recursion is shown by using monotone interpretations both on the ordinals 
below the first primitive recursively closed ordinal and on the natural numbers. We show that 
the resulting derivation lengths are primitive recursive. As a corollary we obtain transparent and 
illuminating proofs of the facts that the schemata of parameter recursion, simple nested recursion 
and unnested multiple recursion lead from primitive recursive functions to primitive recursive 
functions. 
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1. Introduction 
This paper is part of a general investigation in recursive function theory using term 
rewriting techniques. A recursive function f is commonly defined by a defining equa- 
tion (or more generally a system of equations) of the form 
f(r) = t(ly . f(Y)> x)7 
where t involves some previously defined recursive functions. The term rewriting 
approach orients the defining equations into a rewrite system Rf containing the rule 
f(x) + f(RY * f(Y),x) 
together with some rules for other fimctions which appear in t. If the rewrite system 
Rf is confluent and terminating then Rf yields a convenient model for nondetetministic 
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computations of f. The derivation lengths function, DR,, which measures the maximal 
possible lengths of nondeterministic Rf-computations then gives some intrinsic infor- 
mation about the computational complexity of the original recursive function f. For 
example, if DR, is bounded by a function in a complexity class Q? which is closed 
under “elementary in” (hence under coding) then f is in V-TIME and so f is in V. 
Furthermore, this will hold for any evaluation strategy for f. Obviously, the latter point 
gives essential information concerning the computational complexity off. In particular, 
if ‘%’ is the class of primitive recursive functions then f is primitive recursive. 
The emphasis of this paper is on investigations of interesting properties of primitive 
recursive functions. In our term rewriting approach, the defining equations for the 
primitive recursive functions are oriented naturally into rewrite rules according to the 
intended computation strategy. It is well known that such a rewrite system, when it 
computes only finitely many functions, can be proved terminating via the multiset path 
ordering. Hence, as shown by Hofbauer in [14], the resulting derivation lengths are 
bounded by a primitive recursive function. 
We concentrate on investigations on certain recursive definition schemata where it is 
not immediately obvious that they lead from primitive recursive functions to primitive 
recursive functions. In particular, we investigate the computational complexity of the 
rewrite systems for the schemata of parameter ecursion, %%‘8, simple nested recursion, 
9x9, and unnested multiple recursion, e&W. The characteristic recursion equations 
for these schemata are 
3%?? fcw),.Y) = w,Y,f(x,p(GY))), 
~LvL%? f(W),.Y) = 4x,.Y,f(x, I-GY,f(4.Y)))h 
?Q%?cJi?: fNx),W)) = &Y,f(4 P(4Y)),fW)~.Y))~ 
where in all three cases h and p denote previously defined primitive recursive functions. 
For simplicity we consider only the case where f is binary. 
These schemata figure prominently in the literature. That they do not lead outside 
the class of primitive recursive functions has been proved, for example, in Peter [18] 
or in Felscher [lo] using coding techniques and by Feferman [9] with elaborate proof- 
theoretic arguments. Ritchie has proved generalizations of Peter’s results concerning 
BWg and WW in [19]. Simmons [26] has proved similar results for strong gener- 
alisations of 9&V and %VB?. Some interesting proof-theoretic applications of Peter’s 
results and their more general forms have been given, for example, in Parsons [ 171 
and Sieg [25]. 
Investigations of the schemata under consideration in term rewriting theory were ini- 
tiated in Cichon [5]. These investigations will be continued here and alternative proofs 
for the claims made will be given, since the original proof outline contains an error; 
Lemma 6.9 of [5] is false since, for example, it is not the case that IOO+-J o + 1000. 
Our exposition follows closely the spirit of [5] in applying Girard’s hierarchy com- 
parison theorem for the slow and fast growing hierarchies. The results obtained sup- 
port the principle - suggested implicitly in [5] - that in nonpathological situations the 
derivation length function of a terminating rewrite system should be closely related 
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to the slow growing hierarchy of ordinal level determined by the “order type of the 
termination ordering”. For termination orderings which are based on generalised ordi- 
nal notation systems of order type less than or equal to the proof theoretic ordinal of 
ID<, this principle has been proved in Weiermann [28]. Some claims made by [5] 
concerning termination orderings for generalised schemata of primitive recursion have 
recently been verified in [7]. 
The key to our method - the use of transfinite iterations - originated from a fine 
structure analysis of the monotonicity properties of the finite branches of the fast- 
growing (or Grzegorczyk) hierarchy. 
As a corollary to our investigations we obtain transparent proofs of Peter’s results 
and their generalisations. Our approach provides a powerful and flexible method - 
since no special coding techniques are involved - for proving similar results for more 
complex definition schemata like general simple nested recursion, nested recursion 
with respect to the less-than relation on natural numbers and general schemata of 
unnested multiple recursion. 
2. Basic definitions 
2.1. Rewriting primitive recursive functions 
1. 0” denotes the number-theoretic function ml,. . . , m, +-+ 0. 
2. For each n E o and for each 1 < i < n, 9: denotes the number-theoretic function 
ml,...,m, H mi. 
3. Y denotes the number-theoretic function m H m + 1. 
4. If f is an m-ary function and if gi, . . . , g,,, are n-ary functions then 
denotes the function 
ml,...,m, ++ f(gl(ml,...,m,),...,g,(ml,...,m,)). 
5. If g is any n-ary function and if h is an n + 2-q function then 
B%‘%“+‘(g, h) 
denotes the unique n + 1-ary function f which satisfies the following recursion equa- 
tions: 
f(O,ml,...,m,) = g(m1,...,m,), 
f(m+ l,ml,...,m,)=h(ml,...,m,,m,f(m,ml,...,m,)). 
Definition 2.1. The set BW of primitive recursive functions is given by the following 
inductive definition: 
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2. 0” E 9% for every natural number n. 
3. 9: E 9%? for every natural number n. 
4. If f E SLAT is an m-at-y function and if 91,. . . , g,,, E 97% are n-ary functions then 
Y%@Tf > 91 ,...,gm) E 9%. 
5. If g E .Y’w is an nary function and h E 9% is an n + 2-at-y function then 
Rb%T+‘(g, h) E BW. 
Definition 2.2. For each natural number n we define a set N” of primitive recursive 
function symbols as follows: 
1. S’ EN’. 
2. 0” E N”. 
3. y E N”. 
4. If f E N” and gr ,. . .,gm E N” then SUB”‘“(f,gl,. . .,g,,,) E N”. 
5. If g E N” and h E Nn+2 then REC”+‘(g, h) E N”+l. 
We write 0 for 0’ and S for S’. Let N := U{N”]n < w}. 
Definition 2.3. For each f E N, we define the complexity number of f, comp( f ), as 
follows: 
1. comp(Sl) := 1. 
2. comp(0”) := 1. 
3. comp(cp) := 1. 
4. comp(SUB’@‘“(f,gl , . . . , sh)) := m={comp(f ), comp(gl), .. . , comp(g,), m, n}+2. 
5. comp(REC”+‘(g, h)) := max{comp(g), camp(h), n} + 2. 
Definition 2.4. Recursive definition of Q(f) E BW for f E N. 
1. @(S’) :== Y. 
2. @(O”) := 0”. 
3. Q(F) := .q”. 
4. @(SUBm+(f,gl, . *. 9 &nn>) := Y@@Y@(f ), @(g1), . . *, @(g,)). 
5. @(REC”+‘(g,h)) := WdW+‘(@(g), Q(h)). 
Lemma 2.5. For every n-ary primitive recursive function f there exists a primitive 
recursive function symbol g such that G(g) = f. 
Proof. f is defined according to the rules of $%I?. An unravelling of this definition 
yields the desired primitive recursive function symbol g in a canonical way. 0 
We assume familiarity with the basic notions of rewriting theory. For a suitable 
overview see Dershowitz and Jouannaud [8]. 
Definition 2.6. We define a set RPR of rewrite rules (for calculating primitive recursive 
functions) over the signature N as follows: 
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1. For n > 1, @(x,,. . . ,xn) +RpR 0. 
2. e!(xl,. . . ,xn) -‘RpR xi (1 6 i < n). 
3. sUB”‘“(f,gl,...,g,)(xl,...,x,) -+RPR f(gl(xl,...,xn),...,gm(Xl,...,Xn)). 
4. =C”+‘(g,h)(O,&. . .,x,> +RPR g(xl,. . . ,&). 
5. mc”+‘(& h)(S(x),x,, . . . ,x,,) +RpR &I,. . . ,Xn,X,REC”+‘(g,h)(X,xl,. . . ,x,)). 
RPR models the definition schemata of the primitive recursive functions in a natural 
way. 
Definition 2.7. We define a set Rp~p of rewrite rules as follows. 
1. f(@ y) +RPRP g(Y). 
2. f@(x)> Y) -‘Rp,w w, Y? _I-(% PC6 Y))). 
Rp~p models the schema of primitive recursion with parameter substitution. 
Definition 2.8. We define a set RSMR of rewrite rules as follows. 
l. f (0, Y> +RSNR g(Y). 
2. f (s(x), Y) +RSNR hk Y, f (x3 I& Y, f (x3 Y)))). 
RSNR models the schema of simple nested recursion. 
Definition 2.9. We define a set R~,uR of rewrite rules as follows. 
1. f (0, Y) -‘RUM gl(Y). 
2. f (x3 0) -+‘Rwn &). 
3. f (s(x), s(Y)) --+RuuR 4x7 y, f 6, p(x> y)), f W)> Y)). 
RUMR models the schema of unnested multiple recursion (with parameter substitution). 
All of these schemata can be shown terminating using the lexicographic path or- 
dering. This, however, does not give us a sufficient information for proving that they 
do not go outside the primitive recursive functions, for the lexicographic path ordering 
also establishes the termination of the Ackermann function which is well known for 
not being primitive recursive. 
In the next section we shall give termination proofs for each of the above schemas 
using interpretations 1 over ordinals below the first primitive recursively closed ordinal, 
and subsequently we shall show how these transform into primitive recursive interpre- 
tations. 
I That is, we interpret each function symbol occurring in the rewrite system as a monotonic operator over 
a well-founded domain in such a way that the rules reduce under their interpretations. This induces a mapping 
of rewritten terms to a strictly decreasing sequence. Since the order is well-founded this assures termination 
because every rewrite sequence must be finite. 
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3. Ordinal-theoretic termination proofs within the first primitive recursively closed 
ordinal 
3.1. Ordinals and notation systems 
The traditional way of constructing ordinal notation systems is, briefly, to construct 
an algebra over the set-theoretic ordinals, derive certain syntactic conditions on the 
terms so obtained, then use these conditions to define syntactically the well-ordering on 
the set of terms generated by the initial algebra obtained by suppressing the carrier set. 
A constructive proof of well-ordering is then carried out although this is by no means 
always an easy task. Prime examples of this approach can be observed in the develop- 
ment of ordinal notation systems over the 1960s and 1970s in papers of Pfeiffer, Buch- 
holz and Schiitte. Details of these investigations can be found in Schiitte’s book [23]. 
Forerunners of this approach are the studies of Veblen and of Bachmann concerned 
with the analysis of functions on the ordinals suitable for the development of notation 
systems and it is this which mainly concerns us here, for their semantic approach 
provides us with notions applicable in proofs of termination of rewrite systems by 
ordinal interpretations. The approach of Veblen and of Bachmann is based on the 
so-called normal functions on the ordinals, which enjoy the topological property of 
continuity and, as a consequence, have fixed points. This property of possessing fixed 
points is the cause of some inconvenience, for it incorporates notational ambiguity, 
which then needs to be eliminated so as to obtain uniqueness of notations. In what 
follows, we propose a variant of their approach, the development is very similar, but 
the functions which we shall use will not be normal. 
Ordinals are canonical representatives of well-orderings. The development of the 
classical theory of ordinals is normally carried out in some strong set theory. Rather 
than giving a general axiom system for Set Theory and dealing with the class of all 
ordinals we follow the approach of Schiitte [23] in giving a restricted axiom system 
for a certain initial segment of the ordinals, the class of countable ordinals which we 
call a, and which will suffice for our present needs. 
Axioms for &I 
Axiom 1. S2 is a nonempty set which is well-ordered by the relation +. 
The elements of R are called ordinals. The +-least element of fi is denoted 0. O(N) 
will denote the segment (5 E a: r + a}. 
An ordinal a is said to be jnite if Jz(a) is a finite set and transjinite if a(a) is 
infinite. If MI, I& are subsets of fl then A41 - A4.2 means that there is a bijection 
between Ml and M2. This relation is an equivalence relation. An ordinal a is called a 
cardinal if there is no 5 + CI such that a(c) - n(a). Thus, if A41 - A42 then Ml and A42 
have the same cardinality. The cardinality of the natural numbers is traditionally denoted 
No. An ordinal is countable if its set of predecessors is finite or of cardinal&y No. 
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A set M c Q is bounded if there exists a E Q such that Vt E M + r + LX 
Axiom 2. For every M c R, M is bounded if, and only if, M is countable. 
3.2. The Bachmann-Veblen approach - Club sets and normal functions 
Definition 3.1. A subset M of Ll is closed, if for every sequence (m,: y 4 a and 
a E a) of elements of M, we have sup{m,: y 4 a E fl} E M. A subset M of 51 is 
unbounded in $2 if, for every y E fl, there exists 5 E M such that y + 5. If M is both 
closed and unbounded in Q, we say that M is club in s2. 
Definition 3.2. A function cp : R H f’2 is said to be normal if 
1. cp is monotonic i.e. if y 4 6 then (py 4 (~6. 
2. cp is continuous i.e. if y E fi is a limit ordinal then (py = sups+ (py. 
Lemma 3.3. If q : R H C2 is normal then cpa 3 a. 
Lemma 3.4. M G $2 is club in R if and only zf there is a unique normal function 
q~ : f2 H $2 such that M = Range(cpw )
We shall discuss two operations for constructing club sets. 
3.3. The derivative of a club set 
Definition 3.5. Suppose that M is club in 0, and let (PM be the normal function which 
enumerates M. Define M’ to be the set {cl E M: (p~c = r}, and let qh denote the 
function which enumerates M’. 
Lemma 3.6. If M is club in SL then M’ is club in Jz and clearly M’ CM (equality 
occurs zf and only zf M = a). It follows that if CPM is normal then the function cph 
is normal and Range(&) G Range(rpM). 
The function ‘ph is often called the derivative of (PM. 
3.4. Countable intersection 
Lemma 3.7. (1) Zf Ml ,M2 are club in Q, then Ml 0 M2 is club in S2. 
(2) The intersection of less than Q club subsets of r(l is club in 51. More precisely, 
if a E 52 and {M,, 1 y + a} is a sequence of club subsets of 0, then ny+ M, is club 
in Jz. 
Lemma 3.8. (1) Zf M is club in 51, (PM is the normal function which enumerates M 
and s GM then CpM(sUps) = supsEs CPM(S). 
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(2) If q,$ are normal functions then the composition cp o + is normal. 
(3) Zf M and N are club subsets of fi and N’ CM’ then (CPM o qN)’ = (qN o rp~)’ 
= (PN’. 
3.5. Bachmann-Veblen systems 
Definition 3.9. The collections { 0, & Jz 1 y E l2) and { &, : Q H B 1 y E a} are defined 
simultaneously by 
00 := the range of the normal function 1 N 1 co”, 
0 y+l = @y’: = {t I&5 = r>, 
0, = n 05 when y is a limit ordinal, 
t+Y 
13y := the function which enumerates 0,. 
With this we have an extensional description of certain functions on 0. Our aim is to 
describe these same functions by means of intensional ordinal-recursive definitions. 
3.6. Strictly increasing functions 
Definition 3.10. Suppose that cp : f2” H 62. The set of q-inaccessible ordinals, In(q), 
is defined: 
In(q) := {r [if c~i,..., CI, + z then q(xt ,..., CI,) 4 z}. 
Throughout the remainder of this section, we assume that 40 is a unary function from 
Q to G which satisfies: 
1. for all a, IX+ q7a, 
2. for all CI, /Y?, if u 4 j? then cpa < qj?. 
Definition 3.11. Suppose that q is any function from rll to 52. Let v E 0 and define 
the vth iterate of cp by: 
cp% = a, 
rp “+‘D! = (pq”a, 
(p”tl = sup $‘a, when v is a limit ordinal. 
U<V 
Lemma 3.12. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on ~2. 0 
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Lemma 3.13. For all ordinals cr,p 
1. @a E In(q). 
2. Zf/?EIn(q)andcr+P then qPcc$B. 
3. Zf a + /3 4 qPu then qPu = qP/?. 
Proof. (1) Suppose that /I + qPu, then for some n < o, fi 4 @‘a. So q/3 < cpcp”u =
cp “+‘u -X qPu. 
(2) If p E In (cp) and u + #I, we have cpu 4 b. By induction on n < o, we obtain, 
for each n < co, @a + t!?. Hence, @“a < fi. 
(3) By 1, @‘a, @‘/I E In(q), and, since b + qPu, by 2, we have @‘/I < qPu. But 
since u + p, clearly cp”u < cp”p. Hence q”a = cp”p. 0 
Lemma 3.14. If A G In (cp) then sup A E In (cp). 
Proof. If sup A E A there is nothing to prove. If sup A # A then sup A is a limit 
ordinal, and so, if /3 + sup A then j? 4 6 for some 6 E A. Since A E In (rp), 6 E In (cp) 
and so cpb 5 6. Therefore, (pp 4 sup A and hence sup A E In (cp). 0 
Corollary 3.15. In (cp) is club on the ordinals. 
Lemma 3.16. The function In . cp dl+‘t)a enumerates In(q)\{? : y <u}. (Note that 
this function is normal). 
Proof. The proof is by induction on 0, and uses Lemmas 3.13 and 3.14. q 
3.7. Connections with Bachmann systems 
In what follows, we shall analyse these notions so as to be able to identify certain 
well-known ordinals. The following is a key technical emma. 
Lemma 3.17. Suppose that cp1 : 63 H 62 satisjies 
0 vu E n.G! 4 CplU, 
l Vu,/? E R. a + fl+ cplu =$ rpl/3 (weak inequality sufhces for this lemma). 
Suppose further that In (cpi) C In(+). Dejine II/ to be the normal fwzction which enu- 
merates In(cpi), so that +a = (p~(‘+‘)O, and define (~2 by q2u := (p~‘+‘)u. Then, we 
have: 
In (~2 1 = In ($1. 
Proof. In(cp2) G In($). Suppose that v E In((p2), so that V/I + v . (p2p + v. Choose 
b + v, then (p2Z.I = (~~‘~+‘)fi 4 v. But $/I = cp yl+S)O < &‘+B) /3. Hence l(lfi -X v and 
so v E In($). 
In($) G In(q2). Suppose that v E In (J/), so that V/I + v . $/I 4 v. Choose j? + v. The 
hypothesis that In(qi and the fact that max{l,fi} + v give l+/?+l+fi + v 
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and hence that II/( 1 + /I + 1 + /I) 5 v. Now cp$ = cp~(‘+‘)fi, and clearly /I < rpF’+‘)O, 
hence CPZP =G ‘pl o(l+B)q~(‘+P)o = (#‘+B+i+B) _ 0-$(l+p+l+jI)+vasshownabove. 
Hence v E In ((~2). 0 
Corollary 3.18. With cpl,q2 as above, we have 
In(cp2) = In(cpl)‘. 
Proof. This follows from a straightforward exercise showing that, for any normal func- 
tion r$, 4’s set of fixed points and its set of inaccessibles coincide. 0 
Remark. We note that rppz is also a strictly increasing monotonic function. This way of 
defining cp2 from cpi will form the basis for an inductively defined hierarchy of strictly 
increasing monotonic functions. 
The ordinal functions of addition, multiplication and exponentiation are the contin- 
uous analogues of their number-theoretic counterparts, and are defined: 
Definition 3.19. 
a+0 := a, a-0:=0, 
a + (B + 1) := (a + fi) + 1, a.(fi+l):=(a./3)+a, 
cI + sup/L := sup(a + /A,), 
n4o n+o 
a0 := 1, 
a.supj?, := sup(a./?,), 
n4w n4o 
ap+l := afi. a, 
as~P.+J b .- .- sup aBn. 
n4o 
Definition 3.20. 
rpoa := d+‘. The index here represents ordinal exponentiation. 
qy+ia := ‘P? w(l+cc)a. The index here represents transfinite iteration. 
(pya := sup cpsa, when y is a limit ordinal. 
b+Y 
Lemma 3.21. 
In(rp0) = O1. 
Proof. Note first that cpoa = &(a+ 1). Suppose that /I E 01, that is, o$ = 8. Clearly, 
/I is a limit ordinal. So, if 6 4 /3 then 6 + 1 + /I, and o?+l 4 cop = b. Thus, rpsS + /I. 
Therefore j3 E In(q0). 
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Now suppose that /I E In (cps). Clearly, B is a limit ordinal. If 6 < #I then 6 + 
6 + 1 + /? and o6 % c&l = cp,$ + /I. Hence & = SUP~+~ o* < B. Since, /I d mP, we 
have /I = ~8. Therefore, /I E 01. 0 
Theorem 1. For n E CO, 
In(cp,) = &+I. 
To see how these results can be extended, we have: 
Lemma 3.22. Suppose that y is a limit ordinal. Then A? 9 cp~“‘O enumerates 
fla+Jn(~a). 
This, combined with Theorem 1 indicates that in our notation system, the ordinal 
cpwO is the first primitive recursive closed ordinal, and can also be used to identify 
other well-known ordinals up to Feferman’s ra (To is the least ordinal which satisfies 
the closure property: if a,p 4 rs, then (prx/I 4 &). An extension of these notations 
based on indices from the third number class and a comparison with the corresponding 
Bachmann systems has been developed in [4]. 
Proof of Lemma 3.22. Our proof will follow by induction on q from the following 
observations: 
1. v’cc . ‘Pra E f-l&<, In(cps). For if /? + ~?CI then there exists 61 + y such that 
p + cps,or. Now, for any 62 + y we have 
2. qyO is the least member of n,,, In(cpa). Suppose that I E n6,, In(w). Then 
0 + z and so, for every 6 + y, cp60 + z. Hence qyO $1. By 1 above, ‘~~0 E f&,, In Cm). 
3. There is no I E n,,, In(cph), such that qpya + 1 + cp$ct. Suppose otherwise, then 
there exists 6 + y such that qya + z 4 qaqycc But (py~ + 1 and 6 4 y entail qwpy@ 4 1, 
which is a contradiction. 
The proof by induction on q is now straightforward: 
[q = 01: This is just 2 above. 
[q + 11: This is just 1 and 3 above. 
[q a limit ordinal]: By induction hypothesis, we have V/5 -X q . q(,+‘% E n,,, In Cm>. 
Then ‘P:+~O E n,,, In(qa), by Lemma 3.14. By definition of sup, cp:+‘O is the least 
element of (n,,, In(cp6)) \ {(P:+~O I t + VI- 0 
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The following technical results will be used in the sequel. 
Sublemma 3.23 (Preparation for Lemma 3.24). 
Proof. Induction on v, 
[v = 11: this is the hypothesis of the lemma. 
[v + 11: a + fjJ;+‘a d f&cl + ‘p;+%! = CJJ;+t a, by the hypothesis of the lemma with a 
instantiated by $a. 
[v a limit ordinal]: a+ $a = cI+sup6+, Ip+ = Sup~,,(~+q+) =IH SUP&+ Ip$ = $a. 
0 
Lemma 3.24. 
Vu V/3 =G a . (/3 + qp = ~+Kz). 
proof. It suffices to show that Vu - (a + cpva = ~,a). The proof of this is by induction 
on Y, 
[y = 01: a + ma-l-l < cc)” + Oaf’ = ma(l + cc)) = Oa+l. 
[y+l]: a+cp,+1a=a+cp, w(‘+a)ct. By the induction hypothesis, a + V+Y = ~?a, and 
by Sublemma 3.23, a + $‘(‘+“)a = $(1fa)a. Hence, a + qy+ta = c~?+ta. 
[y a limit ordinal]: a + qra = a + sups +y (p6a = supg& + (PC@) =IH supa+ (PC@ 
= C&a. 0 
3.8. Ordinal interpretations for 9VW 
The 999 schemes are 
f(O,Y> + S(Y), 
Our aim is to define an interpretation function 9(f) for f. We assume, inductively, 
that there exists a least n E w such that, for all a, j3, y, 
S(g)(B) =s (PnP, 
W)(a, P, Y) =G %(a + P + Y), 
We then put 
X(f)(cr, p> := cp;(‘+a)(cY + 8). 
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Clearly, we have rp,(a + /I) + Y(f)(a, /?)=++~(a + /I), justifying inductively the as- 
sumption on g, h and p. To see that the rules are reducing, writing a for Y(X) and /? 
for y(y): 




Y(h(x, y, f(x, PC% Y)))) 4 cp”(U +P + dT+% + cpn(a + IQ)) 
= cpn(a + j3 + q;(‘+OL) q,(a + /II)) by Lemma 3.24 
= cp,(a + p + q;+“(l+qa + P)) 
= rpncp, l+@+a)(a + /?) by Lemma 3.24 
= ($+ti’+a)+‘@ + B) n 
= q$(‘fa)+‘(a + p) 
+ qJ;(‘fE+‘)(a + 1 + p) 
= JV(S(x), Y )I 
3.9. Ordinal interpretations for 93f92 
The %VB schemes are 
f(O,Y) + g(Y), 
fW),Y) + @,Yvf(x, PkY,fkY)))). 
We assume, inductively, that there exists a least n E o such that, for all a, & y, 
Y(s)(B) =G RIB, 
JVr)(a, P, Y) < Aa + P + Y), 
f(p)(a, BT Y) < %I(~ + P + Y). 
We then put 
Y(f )(a, P) := &‘+b + 8). 
We show first that the least z such that Va /3.9( f )(a, /I) < cp~(a + fl) is n + 2. Now, 
%+2(x + B) = cp;$rl+oL+B)(@ + B) 
3 d+1@ + P) 
= Cow(l+(P”+‘(a+B))~,+l(a + fl) 
n 
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Note, however, that qn+l(oP) + Y(f)(oP,O). Therefore, it is not true that 
v’a P . w-)(~~ B) < cpn+l(a + D 
To see that the rules are reducing under this interpretation, writing c1 for 9(n) and 
/? for 9(y): 





=s %(a + p + cp;l+b + cord@. + P + dfJ@ + PI))) 
= (Pn(P$‘+XqPn(P;l+z (CI + fl) - repeated use of Lemma 3.24 
Z-Z 4: 
‘+‘+l+w’+r+l 
CM + B) 
3.10. Ordinal interpretations for 92A’W 
The @A?.%? schemes are 
f(x,O) -+ g2@-), 
f(W)>S(Y)) -+ 45 Y*fk P(& Y)),f(W), Y)). 
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We assume, inductively, that there exists a least n E o such that, for all a, B, y, 
~(91 )(a) < %I% 
em =G %A 
9(h)(4 D, Y, 6) =G %(a + B + Y + 61, 
3(P)(% B) =G cpn(~ + 8). 
We then put 
9(f)(a, /q := ~~~‘+‘)(a+8)+ro(l+B)(c( + p). 
We show first that the least z such that Vu jl.Y(f)(a,/?) =+ cp,(a+j?) is n+2. As in the 
9W9 case, we have (p$‘+‘) (a+B) =G qn+i(a+B). Clearly, also, 4l+B) < (Pn+i(a+B). 
Hence, 
< qbl 
cpi+l(a+8)(a + p) 
dl+cpS+,@+m 2 
< @I rp,+& + PI 
= d+l(a + 8) 
+ (Pn+l 
w+~+8)(a + p) 
= vn+2(a + 8). 
Note, however, that cpn+l(a) + S(f)(a, 0). Therefore, it is not true that Vu &f(f)(a, j?) 
=G vn+l(a + P). 
To see that the rules are reducing under this interpretation, writing a for 9(x) and 
/I for 9(y): 
It is clear that Y(f(x,O)) > Y(gz(x)) and that 9(f(O,y)) + Y(gi(y)). Now, 
~(h(x,y,f(x,p(x,y)),f(S(x),y))) 
< Ma + B + JVXa, cpn(a + B)) + ~(f)(a + 1, B)) 
= 44~(_f)(a, cpn(o: + P)) + JV)(a + 1, P)). 
Our definition of 9(f)(a, /3) guarantees that Y(f)(a, /?) E In (cp,) n In (+), thus it 
suffices to show that f(f)(a,rp,(a + j?)) 4 Y(f)(a + l,/? + 1) and Y(f)(a + 1,/I) 4 
9(f)(a + 1, /I + 1). This second inequality is straightforward, so we show that 
9(f)(a,rpn(a + B)) + 9(f)(a + l,p + 1). Now, noting that a and B are both in- 
finite ordinals, we have 
~p,““+“‘(cc+~p.(cc+P))+~(l+cp.(a+B)) 
~(f)(x, qo,(a + B)) = qPn (a + cp,(a + P)) 
fi’+“‘~~(ol+B)+rp.(~+~)~~(a + /j) 
= (Pn 
l+c’+““+“)(a+B)+~.(a+B)(a + p) 
= (pn 
n 
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4. Natural number interpretations from ordinal interpretations 
Here we discuss Girard’s theorem and the fundamental relationship between number- 
theoretic hierarchies and their corresponding ordinal-theoretic analogues. 
A preliminary discussion of the notion of fundamental sequences for limit ordinals 
is required. For every limit ordinal /I of D there exists a strictly increasing w sequence, 
{an 1 n 5 o}, which converges to /I, called a fundamental sequence for 8. This fact 
is used as the basis for inductive definitions of number-theoretic hierarchies indexed 
by countable ordinals. For each limit ordinal /I there are infinitely many fundamental 
sequences. We choose one in particular. This then enables us to define a number- 
theoretic function indexed by a limit ordinal fl in terms of functions indexed by a 
finite number of B’s predecessors - that is, by diagonalisation. Examples of this occur 
below. 
The ith iterate of a unary number-theoretic function F is denoted by F’. A family 
of fast growing functions (a variant of the Grzegorczyk hierarchy [12]) is defined as 
follows. 
Definition 4.1. Given d > 2, we define: 
1. Fe(a) := d a+1 Here the index means exponentiation. . 
2. F,+,(a) := F,d(‘+‘) (a). Here the index means iteration. 
Definition 4.2 (The slow-growing hierarchy). For convenience, we interchange the or- 
dinal index and number argument for this particular definition. For x c o, a E 51, 
G,(O) := 0; G,(a + 1) := G,(a) + 1; and if a is a limit ordinal, G,(a) := G,(cr,). 
The schemes of definition of the ordinal functions we have presented in Definitions 
3.19 and 3.20 enable us to inductively generate fundamental sequences for terms rep- 
resenting limit ordinals. These are given in the following definition. We also choose a 
canonical sequence converging to w. 
Definition 4.3. Throughout this definition we assume that x E o and that j? is a limit 
ordinal with fundamental sequence {j?,, 1 n E w}, 
1. w, :=x, 
2. (N + P)X := c( + px, 
3. (a. jqx := cd. px, 
4. (LXQ := &, 
5. (c~p,“)~ is generated from the equations given in Definition 3.20. 
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With this definition of fundamental sequences, we have 
Theorem 2. (1) G,(o) = x. 
(2) Gx(a + b> = Gxa + G,/I. 
(3) G,(a . B) = G,a . GJ 
(4) G,(d) = GxtxGxp. 
(5) G,(q$cc) = FnG’(Gxcr) and hence, in particular, GX(qncc) = F,(G,cr). 
Corollary 4.4. A particular consequence of Theorem 2 (5) will be the following con- 
nection between our L&interpretations and the o-interpretations of the next section 
for the schemas considered: 
J%(t) = Gi(9dt)) 
for any term t and for a particular choice of d. 
Theorem 2 (5) is just an instance of the Hierarchy Comparison Theorem, first 
analysed by Girard in [ll], which relates the rates of growth of functions in the 
fast- and slow-growing hierarchies. The function hierarchy {F,} introduced here is an 
example of a fast-growing hierarchy. Other treatments of the relationship between fast- 
and slow-growing hierarchies are to be found in [l, 3, 6, 15, 24, 27, 29, 301. 
5. Monotone number-theoretic interpretations 
Definition 5.1. For F CN let PR(F) be the least set T > F so that: 
1. If SUB”‘,“(f,g ,,..., gm) E T then f,gl,...,g, E T. 
2. If REC”+‘(g,h) E T then g,h E T. 
Let RPR(F) be the restriction of +RPR to the set of terms over the signature PR(F). 
Notation. If 9 is a signature then Y_(F) denotes the set of terms over 9 and ‘S(F) 
denotes the set of ground terms over 9. We assume that S(P) is always nonempty. 
Definition 5.2. Recursive definition of the depth of t, dp(t), for t E S(F) for some 
signature 8. 
1. dp(t) := 0, if t is a variable or a constant function symbol. 
2. dp(f(tl,. , tn>) := max{dp(tl), . . .,dp(t,)} + 1. 
Definition 5.3. For a rewrite system R over a signature F we define the partial func- 
tions dR and DR, the derivation length functions, as follows: 
1. Fort E g(y), dR(t) :21 X’IlaX{n~(~ tl,...,tn-lE%(F)).t -‘+R tl --+R ... +R &-I}. 
2. For m E 0, DR(m) :Y max{dR(t) 1 dp(t) < 111). 
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The o-interpretations we shall give for proving termination of the schemas 9’9, 
9%?S, 92’32 and &MA? will be based on the family {F, 1 n 4 co} of Definition 4.1. 
The following properties of the functions {F,} are readily established: 
Lemma 5.4. For every n E co, and for every a, b E w, we have 
1. a<F,a 
2. a<b+-F,a<F,b 
3. a. d < (a + 1) . d d F,a, and hence cf=, at < F,(maxf=, ai) 
4. F,dF,+la < F,+l(a + 1) 
5. F, is primitive recursive. 
Theorem 3. RPR(F) is terminating under primitive recursive interpretations in case that 
F c N is finite. 
Proof. For f E N” define a number-theoretic interpretation CW as follows: 
mf>(ml ,...,m,):=F,,,p(ff(m~ +...+m,). 
Then X is a monotone primitive recursive interpretation under which the rules are 
reducing. 0 
Definition 5.5. Recursive definition of a numeral m for m E w. 0 := 0; m + 1 := 
S’(m). 
It follows easily that for each f E N” fl F the term f(ml,. . . , m,) reduces under 
RPR(,P~ in a uniquely determined way to a numeral which corresponds to @(f)(mi, _ . . , 
m,). In such a situation we say that RPR(F) computes a(f). 
Our characterisation results will depend on the following observation adapted from 
Hotbauer [ 141: 
Theorem 4. Suppose that .B? is a finite rewrite system over a finite signature Y, 
for which termination can be proved using number-theoretic interpretations. Suppose 
further that there exists n E w such that for every f E F and for every al,. . . , ak E w, 
S(f )(a] , . . . , ak) G F,(al + . . ’ + Uk), where the value of d in the definitions of the F, 
is taken to be at /east 2 and greater than the arities of all function symboIs of 9”. 
Then, for any closed term t, 
from which it follows immediately that DR(m) < F,+l(m). 
Proof. The proof is by induction on dp(t). It is clear that the o-interpretation of a 
closed term t is a bound on the value of dR(t). If t is a constant then, from the 
hypothesis, we obtain dR(t) d Y(t) <F,(O) < Fn+l(dp(t)). Suppose that t=f(tl,. . . ,&). 
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We then have 
dR(f) d Kf)(~(t1), . . ., Y(Qf)) 
d F,(4(t1) + . . . + Y(tk )) by hypothesis 
< &max9(ti)) by Lemma 5.4.3, since d > k 
< Fn2(F,+1 max dp(ti)) by induction hypothesis 
d F,+l(dp(t)) by Lemma 5.4.4, since d > 2. 
As a consequence of Theorem 4, and the closure properties of the primitive recursive 
functions mentioned in the introduction, it suffices to show in the sequel that termina- 
tion proofs can be achieved using primitive recursive interpretations. As an immediate 
corollary, we have: 
Theorem 5. DR~~(~, is primitive recursive in case that F c N is jinite. 
Remark. Theorem 5 is a special case of a more general result proved in [14]. 
Theorem 6. Rp~p is terminating and ~~~~~ is primitive recursive. 
Proof. Define monotone number-theoretic interpretations as follows: Y(O) := 0, 
9(S)(a) := a + 1, and assume, inductively, that there exists a least n E o such that, 
for all a, b, c, 
j(g)(b) G F,b, 
4(h)(a, b, c) d &(a + b + c), 
y(p)(a,b) 6 Ma + b). 
We then put 
9(f)(a, b) := F,d(‘+a)(a + b) with d > 4. 
Clearly, we have F,,(a + b) < 4(f)(a,b) < F,+l(a + b), justifying inductively the 
assumption on g, h and p. To see that the rules are reducing, writing a for 4(x) and 
b for 9(y): 
Y(f(0, y)) = F,d(‘+‘)(O + b) 
= F,db 
> F,b for d > 2 
3 9@(y)) by hypothesis. 
X(h(x, y, f(x, p(x, y)))) < F,(a + b + @‘+‘)(a + F,(a + b))) 
< F,(a + b + FR(‘+‘)F:(a + b)) by Lemma 5.4.3 
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= F,(a + b + F,d(‘+‘)+‘(a + b)) 
< F~F,d(‘fa)+2(a + b) by Lemma 5.4.3 
= Fd(‘+d+4@ + b) 
n 
d Fd(‘fa+l)(a + b) n for d 2 4 
The next theorem contains the theorem above and is slightly more involved. 
Theorem 7. RSNR is terminating and ~~~~~ is primitive recursive. 
Proof. Define monotone number-theoretic interpretations as follows. y(O) := 0, 
f(S)(a) := a + 1, and assume, inductively, that there exists a least n E w such that, 
for all a, b, c, 
Ag)(b) d fib, 
$V)(a, b, c> d Ma + b + c), 
$(~)(a, b, c) < &,(a + b + c). 
We then put 
j(f)(a, b) := Ft’+‘(a + b) with d >, 5. 
We show first that the least z such that Va b . f(f)(a, b) d F,(a + b) is n + 2. Now, 
Fn+2(a + b) = F,dJ:fn+b)(a + b) 
aF:+,(a+b) 
= F,dU+F,+&+b)$+,(a + b) 
> F;‘“‘(a + b) 
= F;‘+‘(a + b) 
= f(f)(a, b). 
Note, however, that since d 2 2, we have F,+l(dd) < Y(f)(dd,O). Therefore, 
Vu b. f(f)(a, b) d F,+l(a + b) does not hold. 
To see that the rules are reducing under this interpretation, writing a for y(x) and 
b for f(y): 
f(f(0, y)) = F’,d(‘+‘)(O + b) 
= F,db 
> F,b 
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A&, YT f(x, Pk YT fk Y)))>) 
dF,(a + b + F;‘+‘(a + F,(a + b + F;‘+‘(a + b)))) 
< F,F,Ff’+’ FnFnFnFf’+‘(a + b) - repeated use of Lemma 5.4.3 
= F,d’+“2+5(a + b) 
< F, 
d’+‘@-t)+d’+‘(, + ,Z,) for d > 5 
= Ff’+“+’ (a + b) 
< F,d’+-’ (a + 1 -t b) 
= 9VV(~), Y )). 
The result now follows. 0 
Theorem 8. RU.MR is terminating and ~~~~~ is primitive recursive. 
Proof. Define number-theoretic interpretations as follows: X(0) := 0, S(S)(a) := 
a + 1, and assume, inductively, that there exists a least II E o such that, for all a, b, c, 
X(gl)(a) < F,a, 
X(gz)(b) G F,b, 
X(h)(a, b, c, d) Q F,(a + b + c + d), 
.X(p)(a, b) G Ma + b). 
We then put 
X(f)(a, b) := F~d”‘““a’b”d’l+b’(a + b) with d 2 4. 
We show first that the least z such that Vu b ’ X(f)(a, b) < F,(a + b) is n + 2. As 
in the case of K%?P’, we have F,d(‘+a’) (a + b) d F,+l(a + b). By induction on b we 
have d( 1 + b) 6 Fe(b) for d B 2. Thus d(1 + b) < Fe(b) < F,+l(a + b). Hence, 
X(f)(a, b) < FnF,,l(a+6)‘2(a + b) 
< F,$+‘(‘+b)(a + b) by Lemma 5.4.3 
< FW+F”:,(a+b)) 2 
n K+,(a + b) 
= F;+,(a + b) 
< FdC’+‘+b)(a + b) n+l for d B 3 
= F,+z(a + b). 
Note, however, that F,+l(a) < X(f)(a, 0), confirming minimality. 
To see that the rules are reducing under this interpretation, writing Q for ,X(x) and 
b for X(y): 
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It is clear that X(f(x,O)) > X(gz(x)) and that X(f(0, y)) > X(gl(y)). Now, 
~X(W, Y, f(x, P(X, v>>, _f-(~(x)~ Y ))
#(a + b -I- X-U->(dMa + b)) + Wf)(a + Lb)) 
~F,2(max{~X(f)(u,F,(u+b)), Wf>(a+ 1, b))) 
by Lemma 5.4.3, since d 2 4. 
We show first that max{X(f)(u,&(u + b)), X(f)(u + Lb)} = X(f)(u + 4b): 
aqj-)(u,~,(u + b)) = ~‘+=‘(y+F”(a+b))+~(l+~(~+~))(u + F,(u + b)) 
< FFR”+“~2(a+b)+F,(a+b) 2 
1 n F, (a + b) by Lemma 5.4.3 
< F, F.C’“t”‘F,2(a+b)F~(~ + b) by Lemma 5.4.3 
= F~~“+4+3(.+b)+2@ + b) 
= F~d(‘+“‘+4(a+b) 
(a + b) by Lemma 5.4.3 
< F,’ Fd”i’+‘)(o+b)(a + b) for d 2 4 
< X(f)(a + Lb). 
Now, 
F’(,X(f)(u + 1, b)) = F~F~ddl’+(i+‘)(L?+l+b)+d(‘+b)(, + 1 + b) 
= ~d(‘+u+“(o+l+b)+d(l+b)+2~u + 1 + bj 
Fd”+n+‘)(a+l+b)+d(l+b+l) 
d Fnn (a + 1 + b) since d > 2 
< ~‘+“+“(a+l+b+I)+d(l+b+l)(u + 1 + b + 1j 
= X(f)(u+ l,b+ 1). q 
The result now follows. 
From the above considerations we have a proof of the following classical result. 
Theorem 9. The primitive recursive functions are closed under parameter recursion, 
simple nested recursion and unnested multiple recursion. 
Proof. Assume that the involved functions Q(g), G(h) and Q(p) are primitive recursive 
where g, h, p E N are chosen according to Lemma 2.5. Then there exists a canonical 
rewrite system, namely R~~({~,h,~)j, for G(g), @P(h), Q(p) which computes G(g), Q(h) 
and @J(p) in the natural way. The termination of this system can be shown according 
to Theorem 3 by a monotone interpretation S which involves only finitely many fimc- 
tions Fl,,..., FI,,,. Let n := max{lt ,..., Im}. Then the proofs of Theorems 6-8 yield 
an obvious extension of 2 to 9 resp. 6p, X which shows that for the rewrite system 
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which computes the function which is introduced by the schema under consideration 
the resulting derivation lengths function is primitive recursive. The number of steps 
for computing such a function on a Turing machine (or register machine) is primitive 
recursive (even elementary recursive) in its derivation lengths function. See, for exam- 
ple, Handley and Wainer [ 131 for a proof of this simple fact. Hence an application of 
the (primitive recursive) bounded search operator yields the assertion. q 
6. Possible generalisations 
The schemata of primitive recursion with parameter substitution and simple nested 
recursion are special cases of the following definition schema of general simple nested 
recursion: 
1. f(x,O) = g(x); 
2. f(x, y + 1) = t(Ax * f(x, Y),X, Y); 
where g is primitive recursive and t is built up using primitive recursive functions and 
the application functional App which is defined by App(Rx . h(x),z) = h(z). 
A slightly more general schema is given by the following definition schema of nested 
less than recursion: 
1. f(x, 0) = g(x); 
2. fky) = t(nx*f(x,Y),x,Y); 
where g and t are as before and where Ix . f (x, y) denotes the course of values 
recursion of Ix . f (x, .) along y. 
The schema of un-nested multiple recursion is a special case of the following schema 
of general w-nested multiple recursion, where, for simplicity, we restrict ourselves to 
the case of two-fold recursion: 
1. f(O,Y) = Sl(Yk 
2. f (4 0) = gz(x); 
3. f(x+1,Y+1)=t(nx.f(x,Y),f(x,Y+l),x,Y); 
where g and t are as before and f (x, y + 1) must not occur nestedly in Ax . f (x, y). 
The methods developed in this paper easily yield that the derivation lengths of 
the rewrite systems for general simple nested recursion, nested less than recursion and 
general un-nested multiple recursion are primitive recursive. Hence, these schemata lead 
from primitive recursive functions to primitive recursive functions and every evaluation 
strategy ields a primitive recursive algorithm for the defined function in question. 
The definition schema of nested multiple recursion has the form: 
f(&Y,Z) = t(*.., ~.ff(X,Y,Z),f(X,Y,z),x,Y,z), 
where t is as before and (. . .) denotes the corresponding course of values recursion 
along y resp. z and the . . . indicate the possibility of more nested recursions. The 
termination of the corresponding rewrite system can be proved with the lexicographic 
path ordering, hence the derivation lengths function for this system is definable by 
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nested multiple recursion as shown in [31]. So any evaluation strategy for the latter 
rewrite system yields an algorithm which runs in nested multiple recursive time. 
Similar closure results also hold for the classes of so-recursive functions and o.-“- 
recursive functions. 
It has recently been verified [2, 16, 32, 331 that similar closure results also hold for 
the polytime functions, the descent recursive functions, the ordinal recursive functions 
and the functions definable in Godel’s T. 
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